
SYMBOLISM OF LIFE

Visual-Symbols-Every-Communicator-Needs-to-Know-. Water historically represents life to a community since it's a
requirement for human.

Rain can also symbolize purification as it washes away dirt and destruction. Love is a jewel: This is symbolic
because it suggests that love is rare and precious. Marketers can gain a better understanding of how to
correctly leverage color symbolism by understanding their context-specific meanings. In the roots and
branches it acknowledges Mother Earth and Father Sun. Although the symbol instantly brings to mind the
hippie movement of the s, it returned to its roots in the s with its adoption as the symbol of the anti-nuclear
movement. May be girded with flowers. First, the tree of life provides, the breath of life. You can check out
our visual summary below or skip ahead to read a detailed description of each symbol and its origins. Occult
symbols can range from those used in witchcraft and satanism to Kabbalah and other mystical ideologies. You
have the roots, the trunk, branches, leaves, and all types of fruit coming from the same tree. Star: Stars stand
for the spirit, piercing the darkness as an expression of their triumph against the overwhelming odds of
oblivion. Blue, on the other hand, symbolizes freedom, yellow stands for wealth and green commonly
represents agriculture and fertility. Birds, or a pair of birds represent the resurrection of the soul after death.
The connection is nothing new, either. Over time, they become very unique and beautiful in their eccentricity
and idiosyncrasies. A story, a poem, or even a whole book can be an allegory and the symbolism will
permeate throughout. As a symbol of growth and strength. Perhaps an artist will use a lot of white to emote
hope or black to indicate sadness. Yellow stands for violence or decay. Just like this tree, a person grows
stronger over time and strives for greater knowledge and new experiences. Symbolism in Literature
Symbolism is often used by writers to enhance their writing. Just as when you spend your money, you give up
your chance to do something else with the money. It compares two things that aren't similar and proves they
actually have something in common. It can symbolize purity, goodness, clarity, insight and knowledge. Often
held by a hand representing life being recorded by angels. Different flowers hold different meanings.


